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This paper presents a novel design paradigm as well as the related detailed mechanical
design embodiment of a mechanically hybrid mobile robot. The robot is composed of a
combination of parallel and serially connected links resulting in a hybrid mechanism that
consists of a mobile robot platform for locomotion and a manipulator arm for manipu-
lation. Unlike most other mobile robot designs that have a separate manipulator arm
module attached on top of the mobile platform, this design has the ability to simulta-
neously and interchangeably provide locomotion and manipulation capability. This robot
enhanced functionality is complemented by an interchangeable track tension and suspen-
sion mechanism that is embedded in some of the mobile robot links to form the locomo-
tion subsystem of the robot. The mechanical design was analyzed with a virtual prototype
that was developed with MSC ADAMS software. The simulation was used to study the
robot’s enhanced mobility characteristics through animations of different possible tasks
that require various locomotion and manipulation capabilities. The design was optimized
by defining suitable and optimal operating parameters including weight optimization and
proper component selection. Moreover, the simulation enabled us to define motor torque
requirements and maximize end-effector payload capacity for different robot configura-
tions. Visualization of the mobile robot on different types of virtual terrains such as flat
roads, obstacles, stairs, ditches, and ramps has helped in determining the mobile robot’s
performance, and final generation of specifications for manufacturing a full scale
prototype. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2918920�

Keywords: mobile robot, hybrid mechanism, compounded locomotion and manipulation,
virtual prototype, dynamic simulations
Introduction
The use of mobile robots is growing very rapidly in numerous

pplications such as planetary exploration, police operations �e.g.,
xplosive ordnance disposal �EOD��, military operations �e.g., re-
onnaissance missions, surveillance, and neutralization of impro-
ised explosive device �IED��, hazardous site exploration, and
ore. The use of unmanned ground vehicles �UGVs� in urban

earch and rescue �USAR� and military operations on urbanized
errain �MOUT� is gaining popularity because the mobile robots
an be sent ahead or in place of humans, act on the surroundings
ith a manipulator arm or other active means attached to an arm,

ollect data about its surroundings, and send it back to the opera-
or with no risks posed to humans.

In the past decade, new designs of mobile robots have emerged
nd were demonstrated by both academia and industry. Our work
resents a new approach to mobile robot design for locomotion
nd manipulation purposes for a wide range of applications and
ractical situations. Typically, a mobile robot’s structure consist of
mobile platform that is propelled with the aid of a pair of tracks,
heels, or legs, and a manipulator arm attached on top of the
obile platform to provide the required manipulation capability

neutralization of bombs or landmines, manipulation of hazardous
aterials, etc.�. However, the presence of an arm limits the mo-

ility. On the other hand, there are several designs of mobile ro-
ots that have pushed further the mobility state of the art such as
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PackBot �1,2� and Chaos �3� including the ability to return itself
when flipped over, but this may not be possible if the robot is
equipped with a manipulator arm. This gap is bridged in our ap-
proach by providing a new mobile robot design that provides lo-
comotion and manipulation capabilities simultaneously and inter-
changeably.

The new design is based on compounded locomotion and ma-
nipulation. The design approach is that the platform and manipu-
lator arm are interchangeable in their roles in the sense that both
can support locomotion and manipulation in several modes of
operation as discussed in Sec. 4.2. Moreover, the design architec-
ture enables the robot to flip over and continue to operate.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a brief
background to the field of mobile robots along with examples of
existing types of design architectures. Section 3 introduces a con-
ceptual function-oriented analysis that outlines a summary of ex-
isting issues related to tracked mobile robots, their related re-
search problems, and proposed solutions. The new design
resulting from the analysis of the issues identified is described in
Sec. 4 along with presentation of several embodiments of the
proposed design approach. To realize this design, a detailed me-
chanical design embodiment of the mechanically hybrid mobile
robot is described in detail in Sec. 5 including the design of em-
bedded and interchangeable track tension and suspension mecha-
nism. In Sec. 6, the mechanical design is modeled and thoroughly
analyzed in order to study the robot’s functionality and optimize
the design by defining suitable and optimal operating parameters
such as required motor torques, manipulator end-effector capacity,

etc.
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Background
Mobile robots were used for USAR activities in the aftermath

f the World Trade Center �WTC� attack on September 11, 2001
4,5�. The mobile robots were used mainly for searching of vic-
ims, searching paths through the rubble that would be quicker
han to excavate, structural inspection, and detection of hazardous

aterials. In each case, small mobile robots were used because
hey could go deeper than traditional search equipment, could
nter a void space that may be too small for a human or search
og, or could enter a place that posed great risk of structural
ollapse. Among the tracked robots that were used �such as
oster-Miller’s Solem and Inuktun’s Micro-Tracs and VGTV�, the
apability was limited in terms of locomotion and mobility, and
ore so if one considers requirements of manipulation with an

rm mounted on the mobile robot, which were not used at all.
ome of the major problems with some of the robots used on the
ubble pile searches were the robot flipping over or getting
locked by rubbles into a position from where it could not be
ighted or moved at all.

Increasingly, mobile robotic platforms are being proposed for
igh-risk missions for law enforcement and military applications
e.g., Iraq for IEDs�, hazardous site cleanups, and planetary ex-
lorations �e.g., Mars rover�. These missions require mobile ro-
ots to perform difficult locomotion and dexterous manipulation
asks. During such operations, loss of wheel traction, leading to
ntrapment, and loss of stability, leading to flipover, may occur,
hich results in mission failure.
Various robot designs with actively controlled traction

1,2,6–8�, also called “articulated tracks,” were found to some-
hat improve rough-terrain mobility. The mobility gains due to

he articulated track mechanism yield a larger effective track ra-
ius for obstacle negotiation. Efforts are continuously made in
esigning robots that allow a wider control over center of gravity
COG� location �9� to produce robustness to effects attributed to
errain roughness. This was achieved by designing the robot with
ctively articulated suspensions to allow wider repositioning of
he COG in real time. However, the implementations of such so-
utions may result in complex designs that may reduce robot’s
perational reliability, and also increase its cost.

Mobile robot mechanical design architectures can be classified
nto several major categories such as tracked, wheeled, legged,
heel legged, leg wheeled, segmented, climbing, and hopping.
he dozens of available mobile robots encompassing the afore-
entioned categories represent a fraction of the existing body of

obotics research demonstrated by industry, research institutes,
nd universities. Therefore, due to the lack of consistent perfor-
ance metrics reported by researchers, it would be very difficult

o conduct performance comparisons between different robot ar-
hitectures. A brief list of robots from each category is outlined as
ollows: �a� tracked robots: iRobot “Packbot” �1,2�, Foster-Miller
Talon” �10�, CMU “Gladiator” �11�, Sandia “microcrawler” �12�,
SI “MR-1 & MR-5” �13�, and Remotec’s Andros series �6–8�;

b� wheeled robots: National Robotics Engineering Consortium
Spinner” �14�, University of Minnesota “SCOUT” �15,16�, Stan-
ord “Stanley” �17�, JPL “Inflatable Rover” �18�, Draper “Throw-
ot” �19�, EPFL “Alice” �20�, and CMU “Millibot” �21�; �c�
egged robots: Stanford “Sprawlita” �22�, Draper “Bug2” �23�,
raper “Ratbot” �23�, Boston Dynamics “Big Dog” �24�, and
rank Kirchner “Scorpion” �25�; �d� wheel-legged robots: Hirose
ab “Roller-Walker” �26�, Lockheed Martin “Retarius” �27�, JPL
ATHLETE” �28�, EPFL “Octopus” �29�, and EPFL “Shrimp”
30�; �e� leg-wheeled robots: University of Minnesota “SCOUT”
15,16�, Draper “SpikeBall” �23�, Boston Dynamics “RHex” �31�,
nd CWRU “Mini-Whegs” �32�; �f� segmented robots: CMU
Millibots” �21�, Draper “Throwbot” �23�, Draper “HISS” �23�,
raper “Rubble Snake” �23�, and Draper “HMTM” �33�; �g�

limbing robots: Stanford/JPL “Lemur” �34�, Boston Dynamics

RiSE” �35�, Clarifying Technologies “Clarifying Climber Robot”

72302-2 / Vol. 130, JULY 2008
�36�, and iRobot “Mecho-gecko” �37�; and �h� hopping robots:
JPL “Frog” �38�, JPL “hopping robot” �39�, Sandia “Self-
Reconfigurable Minefield” �12�, and Sandia “hopping robot” �12�.

USAR and MOUT operations require high ground mobility ca-
pabilities for the mobile robot to operate in rough terrain such as
in collapsed buildings, disaster areas, caves and other outdoor
environments, as well as in man-made urbanized indoor and out-
door environments. In those missions, small UGVs are strictly
limited by geometry since even the smallest obstacle can hinder
mobility simply by physics. For instance, such a limitation occurs
with wheeled mobile robots due to wheelbase and in legged robots
due to leg step height, minimal contact area, etc. Another factor
could be the result of actuator strength compared to the mobile
robot mass.

Among the wide spectrum of mobile robot mechanisms avail-
able, wheeled architectures are the most common, and are univer-
sally accepted to be the most efficient means of locomotion over
smooth terrain. The disadvantages of some wheeled robots are
their limited obstacle negotiation capability, their available de-
grees of freedom of forward/reverse and steering limit, and their
ability to handle mobility failures such as high centering. The
maximum speed of wheeled robots is limited by rollover instabil-
ity that is a function of steering curvature and terrain roughness.
To solve the mobility problems of wheels, tracks are often used.

There are numerous good designs of tracked mobile robots such
as PackBot �1,2�, Remotec-Andros robots–Andros Mark V �6–8�,
Wheelbarrow MK8 Plus �40�, AZIMUT �41�, LMA �9�, Matilda
�42�, MURV-100 �43�, Helios Robots �44–47�, Variable configu-
ration VCTV �48�, Ratler �49�, MR-7 �13�, NUGV �50�, and Talon
by Foster-Miller �10�. For instance, Helios VII robot from the
Helios series robots of Hirose & Fukushima Robotics Laboratory
provides some very good advances in terms of design and opera-
tion of tracked mobile robots for search and rescue missions �47�.
Ideally, a robotic system that addresses all of the issues as ana-
lyzed and outlined in Sec. 3 in this paper would potentially yield
a system with greater mobility and manipulation capabilities. As
mentioned above, some legged robots �31,51� are also part of the
scenarios assumed herewith, but we do not cover this area in this
work. Our focus is on tracked mobile robots that are capable of
providing locomotion as well as manipulation capabilities. Our
goal is to present a new design that we derived based on a
function-oriented analysis in order to address major design and
operational issues of existing tracked mobile robots that also pro-
vide manipulation capabilities. We dedicated ample resources in
developing a virtual prototype of the entire robotic system using
ADAMS software to perform various dynamic simulations. The
simulations were performed with the sole purpose to be used as a
tool to study the robot, develop the design, optimize it, and define
suitable operating parameters at different stages of the design and
construction of the hybrid mobile robot.

3 Analysis of Issues and Related Research Problems
and Proposed Solutions

A thorough review of the literature and discussions with users
has assisted us in identifying major issues of design of mobile
robots used in field operations. These issues are focused on robot
functionality, and they have led us to our new design paradigm.
The issues constitute a common denominator in the design of
existing mobile robotic platforms. The issues are defined below
along with proposed approaches for addressing them.

�1� Issue. In current design architectures of mobile robots
equipped with manipulation capability, the mobile platform
and manipulator arm are two separate modules that are at-
tachable to and detachable from each other. The platform
and the arm have distinct functions that cannot be inter-
changed. Therefore, each module separately contributes to
design complexity, weight, and cost. Also, the mass of the

manipulator arm attached or folded on top of the mobile
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platform is limited by the payload capacity of the mobile
platform.

Approach to solution. The manipulator arm and the mo-
bile platform are designed and packaged as one entity
rather than two separate modules. The mobile platform is
part of the manipulator arm, and the arm is part of the
platform. Yet, the modules are attachable and detachable.
The robot links’ interchangeability to provide the functions
of the mobile platform and manipulator arm requires fewer
components �approximately 50% reduction in the number
of motors� while at the same time the actuator strength
capacity for manipulation purposes increases due to the hy-
brid nature of the mechanical structure. This approach may
result in a simpler and more robust design, significant
weight reduction, higher end-effector payload capability,
and lower production cost.

�2� Issue. In designs where the mobile robot includes a ma-
nipulator arm, it is mounted and folded on top. Therefore,
the arm is exposed to the surroundings and hence is sus-
ceptible to breakage and damage especially when the mo-
bile robot is flipped over.

Approach to solution. The arm and platform are designed
as one entity, and the arm is part of the platform. The de-
sign architecture with the arm integrated in the platform
eliminates the exposure to the surroundings when the arm
is folded during motion of the mobile platform toward a
target. As soon as the target is reached, the arm is deployed
in order to execute desired tasks.

�3� Issue. When operating over rough terrain, robots often
reach positions from where they could not be righted or
controlled further for a purpose. This requires special pur-
pose or active means for self-righting in order to restart the
robot’s operation.

Approach to solution. In the new design architecture, the
platform is fully symmetric even with the manipulator arm
integrated, thus it can continue to the target from any situ-
ation with no need of additional active means for self-
righting when it falls or flips over.

Description of the Design Concept
A new design paradigm was introduced in order to address the

esign problems mentioned above. The proposed approach is sys-
ematic and practical, and it addresses the overall system’s opera-
ional performance. The proposed idea is twofold, and is described
s follows.

�1� The mobile platform and the manipulator arm are one en-
tity rather than two separate and attached modules. More-
over, the mobile platform can be used as part of the ma-
nipulator arm and vice versa. Thus, some of the same joints
�motors� that provide the manipulator’s DOFs also provide
the platform’s DOFs, and vice versa.

�2� The robot’s adaptability is enhanced by “allowing” it to flip
over and continue to operate instead of trying to prevent the
robot from flipping over or attempting to return it �self-
righteousness�. When a flipover occurs, due to a fully sym-

Fig. 1 „a… closed configuration, „b… op
metric design with the arm integrated, it is only required to

ournal of Mechanical Design
command the robot to continue to its destination from the
current position. Furthermore, the undesirable effects of
flipping over or free falling are compensated by a built-in
dual suspension and tension mechanism that also allows
effective terrain adaptability.

4.1 Concept Embodiment. To demonstrate the concept, Fig.
1 depicts a possible embodiment of the proposed idea. If the plat-
form is inverted due to flipover, the symmetric nature of the design
geometrical shape �Fig. 1�a�� allows the platform to continue to
the destination from its new position with no need of self-righting.
Also, it is able to deploy/stow the manipulator arm from either
side of the platform.

The platform includes two identical base links �Link 1� with
tracks �left and right�, Link 2, Link 3, end effector, and passive
wheels. To support the symmetric nature of the design, all the
links are nested into one another. Link 2 is connected between the
two base link tracks via Joint 1 �Fig. 1�b��. Passive wheels are
inserted between Links 2 and 3 and connected via Joint 2 and
another passive wheel is inserted between Link 3 and the end
effector via Joint 3 �Fig. 1�c��. The passive wheels are used to
support Links 2 and 3 when used for locomotion/traction. The
passive wheels may be actively used for added mobility. Link 2,
Link 3, and the end effector are nested into each other to allow
complete symmetry of the platform’s geometrical shape. They are
connected through revolute joints and are able to provide continu-
ous 360 deg rotation and can be deployed separately or together
from either side of the platform. To prevent immobilization of the
platform during a flipover scenario, rounded and pliable covers
are attached to the sides of the platform, as shown in Fig. 1�a�.
The robot’s structure allows it to be scalable and can be custom-
ized according to various application needs.

4.2 Modes of Operation. The links can be used in three dif-
ferent modes.

�1� All links are used for locomotion to provide added level of
maneuverability and traction.

�2� All links are used for manipulation to provide added level
of manipulability. The pair of base links can provide mo-
tion equivalent to a turret joint of the manipulator arm.

�3� Combination of Modes 1 and 2: While some links are used
for locomotion, the rest could be used for manipulation at
the same time, thus the hybrid nature of the design
architecture.

All three modes of operation are illustrated in Figs. 2–4. In the
proposed design, the motor�s� used to drive the platform for mo-
bility are also used for the manipulator arm to perform various
tasks since the platform itself is the manipulator and vice versa. In
other words, the platform can be used for mobility while at the
same time it can be used as a manipulator arm to perform various
tasks.

4.3 Maneuverability. Figure 2 shows the use of Link 2 to
support the platform for enhanced mobility purposes as well as
climbing purposes. Link 2 also helps to prevent the robot from

configuration, and „c… exploded view
en
being immobilized due to high centering, also enables the robot to

JULY 2008, Vol. 130 / 072302-3
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limb taller objects �Fig. 2�b��, and can help propel the robot
orward through continuous rotation. Link 2 is also used to sup-
ort the entire platform while moving in a tripod configuration
Fig. 2�c��. This can be achieved by maintaining a fixed angle
etween Links 2 and 1 while the tracks are propelling the plat-
orm. Configurations �a� and �c� in Fig. 2 show two different
ossibilities for camera use. Configuration �d� in Fig. 2 shows the
se of Link 3 to surmount an object while Link 2 is used to
upport the platform in a tripod structure. The posture of the tri-
od configuration as shown in Fig. 2�c� can be switched by rotat-
ng Link 2 in a clockwise direction while passing it between the
ase Link 1 tracks. This functionality is effective when it is nec-
ssary to rapidly switch the robot’s direction of motion in a tripod
onfiguration.

4.4 Manipulation. Figure 3 depicts different modes of con-
guration of the platform for manipulation purposes. While some

inks are used as platform for locomotion, others are simulta-
eously used for manipulation. Configuration �b� is similar to con-
guration �d� in terms of manipulation capabilities; however, con-
guration �d� is optimal for enhanced traction since the contact
rea between the platform and the ground is maximized. Configu-
ation �b� is useful for increased maneuverability since the contact
rea between the platform and the ground is minimized. In all
onfiguration modes for manipulation, while Links 2 and 3 are
sed for manipulation, the pair of base links can provide motion

ig. 2 Configurations of the mobile platform for mobility
urposes
Fig. 3 Configuration modes for manipulation

72302-4 / Vol. 130, JULY 2008
equivalent to a turret joint of the manipulator arm. Further analy-
sis on the stability gains of each configuration for manipulation as
well as end-effector load capacity analysis of each configuration is
discussed in the simulation results presented in Sec. 6.

4.5 Traction. For enhanced traction, Link 2, and if necessary
Link 3 can be lowered to the ground level as shown in Figs. 4�a�
and 4�b�. At the same time, as shown in configuration �c�, the
articulated nature of the mobile platform allows it to be adaptable
to different terrain shapes and ground conditions.

4.6 Additional Embodiments of the Concept. The main pur-
pose of this section is to show that other possible embodiments of
the concept may exist as well as to illustrate other locomotion
means that could be used. Therefore, some of the design configu-
rations shown in Fig. 5 may not be exactly realizable as shown.
Figure 5 shows perspective schematic views of alternate embodi-
ments of the hybrid mobile robot. Figure 5�a� shows the robot
without tracks showing it with wheels. Figure 5�b� shows a per-
spective schematic view of an alternative hybrid mobile robot
with the right and left base links aligned parallel to each other and
joined at the front and back and the second link folds by the side
of the base links and the third link folds inside the second link.
Figure 5�c� shows a perspective schematic view of a further alter-
native hybrid mobile robot similar to Fig. 5�b� except that the
third link folds by the side of the second link; and Fig. 5�d� shows
a schematic view of a further alternative hybrid mobile robot with
the right and left base links aligned parallel to each other and
joined at the front and back, the second link being attached to one
of the right and left base links, and the third link attached to the
other of base links. The various configuration modes of mobility,
manipulation, and traction as described in Figs. 2–4, respectively,
can also be demonstrated by the alternative embodiments as de-
scribed in Fig. 5.

Fig. 4 Configurations for enhanced traction

Fig. 5 Additional possible embodiments of the design

concept
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Mechanical Design Architecture
This section presents one implementation of the design concept

s a case study. The presented case aims at describing the design
tructure as well as specific design issues and design novelties in
etail. The case study provides a design solution selected from a
ange of alternatives that are described in Secs. 4.1 and 4.6. These
olutions, generated from the conceptual function-oriented analy-
is, could be readily used in the development of various types and
onfigurations of robots.

Figure 6 shows the complete mechanical design architecture of
he mobile robot mechanism �with all covers removed�. It embod-
es the conceptual design architecture described in Sec. 4.1, and
ncludes the following design specifications and requirements: �i�
esign and package the manipulator arm and the mobile platform
s one entity rather than two separate mechanisms; �ii� integrate
he manipulator arm into the platform such that to eliminate its
xposure to the surroundings; �iii� nest all robot links and the
nd-effector into each other to allow complete symmetry of the
latform’s geometry; �iv� provide the ability to deploy/stow the
anipulator arm from either side of the platform; �v� integrate

assive wheels into the robot joints in order to support the robot
inks when used for locomotion/traction; �vi� integrate each link
ith a revolute joint and to be able to provide continuous 360 deg

otation; �vii� attach rounded and pliable covers to the sides of the
latform to prevent immobilization as well as to absorb some of
he energy resulting from falling or flipping over of the robot; and
viii� embed interchangeable track tension and suspension mecha-
ism in the mobile robot base links to form the locomotion sub-
ystem of the robot.

The design includes two identical base link tracks �left and
ight�, Link 2, Link 3, passive wheels, and end-effector mecha-
ism �Fig. 6, Detail A�. The two base links have identical orien-
ations and they move together. This is achieved by fixing each of
he base links to the ends of one common shaft. The common
haft is stationary and is located in Joint 1, as shown in Figs. 6 and
. To support the symmetric nature of the design, all links are
ntegrated into the platform such that they are nested into one
nother. Link 2 is connected between the left and right base link
racks via Joint 1 and is rotating about the main common shaft.

Fig. 6 Deployed-link configu
assive wheels are inserted between Links 2 and 3 and connected

ournal of Mechanical Design
via Joint 2 and another passive wheel is inserted between Link 3
and the end effector via Joint 3. The design also includes a built-in
dual-operation track tension and suspension mechanism situated
in each of the base link tracks and is described in detail in Sec. 5.3
and analyzed and simulated in Sec. 6.2. This section describes the
platform drive system, arm joint design and integration of the arm
into the platform, as well as several specifications of the robot
based on a computer-aided design �CAD� detail design assembly
that was used for the manufacturing of the prototype.

Along with the challenge and effort to realize the concept into a
feasible, simple, and robust design, most of the components con-
sidered in this design are off the shelf. The assembly views show
the platform/chassis design and the different internal driving
mechanisms along with the description of the components used
and their function. The closed configuration of the robot �Fig.
7—all links stowed� is symmetric in all directions x, y, and z. This
design characteristic is extremely important for significantly en-
hancing locomotion ability. As shown in Fig. 7, rounded and pli-
able side covers are attached on the sides of the mobile robot to
prevent immobilization when flipover occurs as well as to absorb
some of the energy resulting from falling or flipping over events.
Although the design is fully symmetric, for the purpose of expla-
nation only, the location of Joint 1 will be taken as the reference
point, and it will be called the front of the robot.

5.1 Motor Layout and Driving Mechanisms. The design in-
cludes four motors situated in the base links and two more in the
space available in Link 3 for the gripper mechanism. Of the four
motors located in the base links, two are situated at the back of
each of the base links and the other two at the front �Fig. 8�. All
four motors at the base link tracks are identical Brushless DC
Motors �BN34-25EU-02, available from Moog Components
Group� with a rated power of 363 W and a continuous stall torque
of 0.7 N m. The motor at the back of each base link provides
propulsion to the track attached to that specific base link. The
motion from each motor at the back is transmitted through a 1:32
ratio planetary servo gearhead �Series E60, available from Textron
Fluid & Power� and a 1:2 ratio bevel gear in order to transfer the
motion in a 90 deg angle as well as to amplify the torque capacity

on mode of the mobile robot
required for propelling the pulleys that drive the tracks. Both mo-

JULY 2008, Vol. 130 / 072302-5
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ors at the back together provide the mobile robot translation and
rientation in the plane of the platform. The motor at the front of
ach base link provides propulsion to one additional link. The
otion is transmitted through a 1:120 ratio harmonic drive �CSF-

0-120-2UH, available from Harmonic Drive Systems Inc.� and
wo additional transmission stages, namely, a 1:2 ratio bevel trans-

ission followed by a 1:2.5 ratio chain and sprocket transmission
n order to achieve greater torque capacities as required for Links

and 3 �Fig. 8�. The motor at the front of the right base link
ropels Link 2 and the motor at the front of the left base link

ig. 7 Stowed-link configuration mode of the mobile robot
top/bottom covers removed…
Fig. 8 Open configuration mode and general dimen

72302-6 / Vol. 130, JULY 2008
propels Link 3 �Figs. 6 and 8�. The required torque capacities
were derived with the aid of the dynamic simulations as described
in detail in Sec. 6, which helped us in selecting appropriate com-
bination of components such as motors and gearheads. Each of the
motors is equipped with a spring applied break �FSBR007, avail-
able from Inertia Dynamics� as well as a miniature optical encoder
�E4 series, available from US Digital� for position and velocity
control purposes. The overall location of the platform’s COG is an
important characteristic that affects the robot’s tip-over stability.
Therefore, the mechanical structure was derived such that motors
and driving mechanisms for the tracks and all links are situated at
the base to maintain the entire structure’s COG closer to the
ground.

The gripper mechanism along with its associated electronics
and independent power sources are situated in the space available
in Link 3. For the existing design, the gripper has two DOFs and
hence two additional motors and gear systems. As for Links 2 and
3, the gripper submechanism is integrated such that it can provide
continuous rotations about Joint 3 �Fig. 6, Detail A� and hence can
be deployed from either side of Link 3. Rotation about Joint 3 is
generated with a DC Micromotor �Series 3557-012C, available
from Faulhaber Group� with an output power of 14.5 W and a
continuous stall torque of 115 mN m, connected to a 1:246 ratio
planetary gearhead �Series 38 /2, available from Faulhaber Group�
and a 1:3 ratio bevel gear. The open/close motion of the gripper is
implemented with a flat brushless DC motor �EC45, available
from Maxon Motor� with an output power of 12 W and a nominal
torque of 22.8 mN m connected to a miniature 1:100 ratio Har-
monic Drive �CSF-Mini Series Type 2XH-J, available from Har-
monic Drive Systems Inc.� and a 1:30 ratio worm gear �Fig. 8�.

5.2 Base Link 1 Tracks. The right and left base link tracks
are each symmetric in all directions �x, y, and z� and identical in
terms of the internal driving mechanisms although the mecha-
nisms situated at the front each drives a different link.

In the center of each track, there is a solid self-tracking rib that
fits into a guide located at the center of the main pulleys outer rim,
as well as on all six planetary supporting pulleys, as shown in Fig.
9. This feature prevents the track from laterally sliding off, thus
preventing the tracks from coming off the pulleys. In addition to
the motors, as described in Sec. 5.1, all electrical hardware �such
as batteries, controllers, drivers, electrical boxes, sensor boxes,
Audio/Video and Data RF cards, gearheads, etc.� are situated in
the left and right base link tracks. Other motors and associated
electrical hardware for the gripper mechanism are situated in the
space available in Link 3.
sions „front and top views—all covers removed…
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Other accessories typically found in mobile robots such as cam-
ras, lights, and antennas are embedded in the platform. In other
esigns of mobile robots, these items typically stick out or pro-
rude from the platform. In order to prevent their exposure to the
urrounding and thereby eliminate risk of damage in cases were
he robot flips over or falls, the charge-coupled device �CCD�
ameras and light-emitting diode �LED� lights were embedded in
he front and back of the left and right base link tracks, respec-
ively, as shown in Fig. 7 and the top view in Fig. 8. Two special
at antennas are embedded in the right and left side covers for
ata RF signals and Audio/Video RF signals, respectively �Fig.
�. The flat shape of the antennas and their location in the side
overs maintain the symmetric nature of the entire hybrid plat-
orm and minimize the chance for loss of data or breakage of the
ntenna if it were to protrude vertically up.

5.3 Built-In Dual-Operation Track Tension and Suspen-
ion Mechanism. The arrangement of the supporting planetary
ulleys is shown in Fig. 9. Each of the supporting pulleys is
ounted on a supporting bar �Fig. 9� that is connected at each end

o a compression spring �Fig. 6, Detail B�. The ends of each sup-
orting bar are guided through a groove on either side of the base
ink as shown in Detail B of Fig. 6. Therefore, each set of three
lanetary pulleys in the top and bottom of the left and right base
ink tracks is suspended by a 2�3 spring array. The purpose of
he supporting pulleys is dual and provides two very important
unctions. While the bottom three supporting pulleys in each base
ink are in contact with the ground, they act as a suspension sys-
em. At the same time, the upper three supporting pulleys will
rovide a predetermined tension in the tracking system, as shown
n Fig. 10. This dual operation track suspension and tension

echanism accounts for the symmetric nature of the design and
peration of the mobile robot. In other words, if the platform is
nverted, the three supporting pulleys that were used as suspension
ill act to maintain the tension in the tracks, while the other three
ulleys that were used to provide tension in the tracks will act as

ig. 9 Isometric view of base link track showing internal pul-
ey arrangement

ig. 10 Side view of base link track showing general pulley

rrangement and track tension/suspension mechanism

ournal of Mechanical Design
a suspension system. The required tension in the track belt and the
suspension stroke can be preset by fastening or loosening the
compression nuts �Fig. 6, Detail B�. Another usage of the spring
array is to absorb some energy resulting from falling or flipping,
thus providing compliance to impact forces. Further discussion
and analysis of this mechanism are provided in Sec. 6.2.

General design specifications of the robot are provided in Table
1. Photos of the hybrid mobile robot physical prototype in the
close and open configurations are shown in Figs. 11�a� and 11�b�.
In order to support the reported mobility of this robot, a photo
showing the prototype in the configuration illustrated in Fig.
13�a��2� is shown in Fig. 11�c�.

5.4 Robot Degrees of Freedom Coordination. The remote
operating control unit �OCU� includes two control sticks in order
to coordinate the robot degrees of freedom when generating the
motions required for a given task. Of the four motors located in
the base links, two are situated at the back of each of the base
links and the other two at the front �Fig. 8�. The motor at the back
of each base link provides propulsion to the track attached to that
specific base link. Both motors at the back together provide the
mobile robot translation and orientation in the plane of the plat-
form. The motor at the front of the right base link propels Link 2
and the motor at the front of the left base link propels Link 3
�Figs. 6 and 8�. For the existing design, the gripper mechanism
has two DOFs and hence two additional motors are located in the
system.

The forward, backward, right turn, and left turn motions of the
base link tracks are controlled by up, down, right, and left move-
ments of the first control stick. The second control stick is used to
control Links 2 and 3 degrees of freedom. A right movement of
this control stick will generate a clockwise �CW� independent
motion of Link 2 while a left movement of the stick will generate
a counterclockwise �CCW� independent motion of Link 2. Simi-

Fig. 11 A photo of the physical prototype: „a… stowed-link con-
figuration mode, „b… open configuration mode, and „c… and „d…

Table 1 Robot design specifications

Total estimated weight
�including batteries and electronics� 65 �kg�

Length �arm stowed� 814 �mm�
Length �arm deployed� 2034 �mm�

Width �with pliable side covers� 626 �mm�
Height �arm stowed� 179 �mm�
cylinder climbing configuration

JULY 2008, Vol. 130 / 072302-7
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arly, an up and down movement of the second control stick will
enerate an independent CW and CW motion of Link 3, respec-
ively. Furthermore, four diagonal movements of the second con-
rol stick �i.e., +x�, −x�, +y�, −y� directions as shown in Fig.
2�b�� will generate simultaneous motions of Links 2 and 3 as
ollows.

�i� Movement of the control stick in the +x� direction will
simultaneously move both Links 2 and 3 in the CW direc-
tion.

�ii� Movement of the control stick in the −x� direction will
simultaneously move both Links 2 and 3 in the CCW di-
rection.

�iii� Movement of the control stick in the +y� direction will
simultaneously move both Links 2 and 3 in the CW and
CCW directions, respectively.

�iv� Movement of the control stick in the −y� direction will
simultaneously move both Links 2 and 3 in the CCW and
CW directions, respectively.

The CW and CCW wrist motions of the gripper mechanism as
ell as the open and close motions of the gripper jaws are gener-

ted with a separate mode of the first control stick.
The first and second control sticks can be simultaneously oper-

ted by the operator in order to provide simultaneous motions of
he tracks along with different motion combinations of Links 2
nd 3, as explained above.

The above motion procedures are summarized in Fig. 12 and
able 2. Figure 12�a� shows the top view of Control Stick No. 1
C1� with two switchable states as follows: �i� track motions—
tate 1 �S1�; and �ii� gripper mechanism motions—State 2 �S2�.
igure 12�b� shows the top view of Control Stick No. 2 �C2� with

wo coordinate systems x-y and x�-y� for Links 2 and 3 motions,

ig. 12 „a… Control Stick No. 1 „C1… motion layout; „b… Control
tick No. 2 „C2… motion layout

Table 2 Robot motion specifications

FWD BWD Right Left

racks
otions

C1+S1
�+y� H/L

C1+S1
�−y� H/L

C1+S1
�+x� H/L

C1+S1
�−x� H/L

Wrist
CW

Wrist
CCW

Gripper
jaws
open

Gripper
jaws
close

ripper C1+S2
�+y�

C1+S2
�−y�

C1+S2
�+z�

C1+S2
�−z�

CW CCW CW/CCW CCW/CW

ink 2 alone C2 �+x� C2 �−x� N/A N/A
ink 3 alone C2 �+y� C2 �+y� N/A N/A
inks 2+3 C2 �+x�� C2 �−x�� C2 �+y�� C2 �−y��
72302-8 / Vol. 130, JULY 2008
as specified in Table 2. The control angle � in C2 provides speed
variability to each of Links 2 and 3 when simultaneously oper-
ated.

6 Modeling and Dynamic Simulations of the Hybrid
Robotic System

Dynamic simulations of the complete robotic system were per-
formed in order to study its functionality and demonstrate its ex-
pected capability for design optimization purposes. The 3D me-
chanical design assembly that was developed with a CAD software
was exported to and modeled in ADAMS software to perform mo-
tion simulations. The simulation experiments are accounting for
the mass distribution of the robot �including batteries, motors,
electronics, etc.�, inertia properties and acceleration of the links,
as well as contact and friction forces between the links and tracks
and the ground.

When designing a mechanical system such as this hybrid robot,
it was required to understand how various components interact as
well as what forces those components generate during operation.
We used ADAMS, commercial motion simulation software, to ana-
lyze the behavior of the entire robotic mechanical system. It al-
lowed us to test virtual prototypes and optimize designs for per-
formance, without having to build and test several physical
prototypes. This dramatically reduced our prototype development
time and cost.

The simulations enabled us to visualize and validate various
robot mobility cases to study its functionality and hence optimize
the design. The design optimization process involved weight dis-
tribution optimization, proper component selection �e.g., springs
for track tension/suspension, motors, and gear ratios�, etc. Weight
distribution optimization was performed by identifying the opti-
mal weight of each robot link �base links, Link 2, and Link 3�
such that the robot’s posture remained stable �tip-over stability�
during the motion of the robot links while performing various
locomotion and manipulation tasks. This was done by visualizing
each task with the aid of the animations, as described in detail in
Sec. 6.1, and changing the weight of each link as necessary until
a stable posture was observed during the entire range of the link
motion for a particular task. This procedure was repeated for sev-
eral locomotion and manipulations tasks, as described in Secs. 6.1
and 6.4, respectively, until a common optimal combination of link
weights was identified. The requisite for a flexible dynamics ca-
pability for the track system was addressed with ADAMS tracked
vehicle �ATV� toolkit. A modus operandi using ADAMS and ATV

toolkit was developed and used to model the tracks �52,53�.
The data pertaining to each simulation performed were pro-

cessed for the following specific major purposes that will be dis-
cussed in detail in subsequent subsections: �i� study the robot’s
mobility characteristics through animations of different possible
tasks that require various locomotion and manipulation capabili-
ties, �ii� analyze the suspension and track tension retention by
examining the spring array force distributions, �iii� define each
joint’s torque requirements for different mobility tasks and select
proper gear ratios and motors, and �iv� define maximum end-
effector payload capacity for different robot configurations. Dif-
ferent types of terrains such as flat roads, obstacles, stairs, ditches,
and ramps were created in a manner such that they could be easily
changed according to different size and shape requirements.

6.1 Mobility Characteristics Analysis: Animation Results.
To study the robot’s functionality, the following simulations were
performed: various manipulation scenarios �all three modes of op-
eration as described in Sec. 4.2�, random rotations of all links,
traversing pipes of different diameters, climbing and descending
rectangular obstacles with different link configurations, crossing
ditches with different gap dimensions, climbing and descending
stairs, flipping over due to a ramp obstacle, lifting tasks, and

more. To illustrate, few of the above mentioned animation results
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re presented in Fig. 13. Each of the subfigures �a�–�g� represents
everal configuration steps �1�–�5� or motions that the different
inks along with the tracks need to undergo in order to accomplish
ach task or specific functionality. They are discussed as follows.

Surmounting cylindrical obstacles (Fig. 13(a)). The segmented
nd articulated nature of the robot’s structure allows it to sur-
ount large cylindrical obstacles such as pipes and tree logs with

t least 0.4 m diameter. The base link tracks are deployed until
hey touch the obstacle �a��1�–�3�; at that point, the tracks propel
he platform �a��3� while at the same time they continue to rotate
bout Joint 1 �a��4�–�5�.

Stair climbing (Fig. 13(b)). The base link tracks are first de-
loyed until they touch the stairs �b��2�; Link 2 is closed and the
obot starts climbing with tracks �b��3�; at the end of the stairs,
ink 3 opens �b��4� to support the platform while the robot is in

Fig. 13 Animation results: „a… surmounting cylindrical obsta
with tracks, „e… step climbing with Link 2, „f… step descending
otion until configuration �b��5�; Link 3 rotates �until stowed be-

ournal of Mechanical Design
tween tracks� to lower the robot until the tracks fully contact the
ground. Stairs with various raiser/run dimensions can be climbed
and descended.

Stair descending (Fig. 13(c)). Link 2 is deployed until it
touches the stairs �c��2�; the robot advances until the entire plat-
form is on the stairs �c��3�; Link 2 closes �c��4�; and the platform
descends the stairs �c��5�.

Step climbing with tracks (Fig. 13(d)). The base link tracks are
first deployed on the step �d��2�; Link 2 continues to rotate until
the base link tracks adjust with the profile of the terrain �d��3�; the
platform advances to accomplish the climbing process �d��4� and
Link 2 closes �d��5�. This climbing can also be accomplished with
Link 3 by interchanging the roles of Links 2 and 3 �in this case,
the back of the robot will be facing the step obstacle�. Step heights

s, „b… stair climbing, „c… stair descending, „d… step climbing
d „g… ditch crossing
cle
, an
of at least 0.5 m could be climbed and descended.

JULY 2008, Vol. 130 / 072302-9
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Step climbing with Link 2 (Fig. 13(e)). This figure shows a
eries of configurations the robot needs to undergo in order to
limb the step obstacle with Link 2 while Link 3 is deployed from
he back to support the entire platform to complete the climbing
rocess. This climbing can also be achieved with Link 3 by inter-
hanging the roles of Links 2 and 3 �in this case, the back of the
obot will be facing the step obstacle�.

Step descending (Fig. 13(f)). Link 2 is deployed until it touches
he ground to support the robot when advancing �f��2�, Link 2
otates to lower the front of the platform �f��3�; Link 2 fully closes
f��4�; Link 3 opens to support the robot when moved forward �e�;
ink 3 rotates until closed to lower the robot until the tracks fully
ontact the ground.

Fig. 14 Flipover scenario
Fig. 15 Top „„a…—track tension… and bottom „„b…

72302-10 / Vol. 130, JULY 2008
Ditch crossing (Fig. 13(g)). Since the robot can deploy Link 2
from the front and Link 3 from the back �when all links are
stowed�, ditches up to 0.635 m in width can be easily traversed
according to the following steps: from the back edge of the ditch,
Link 2 is deployed �g��1�; the robot advanced until the front and
back pulleys are supported by the ditch edges �g��2�; Link 2 closes
and Link 3 opens from the back �g��3�; the robot continues its
forward motion until the COG passes the front edge of the ditch
while Link 3 prevents from the robot from falling into the ditch as
long as the COG is before the front edge �g��4�–�5�.

The fully symmetric structure of the mobile robot along with its
ability to sustain some forces resulting from falling or flipping
over �due to its track suspension system and pliable rounded
sides� can allow it to accomplish a mission requiring manipulation
capabilities in spite of the fact that the robot flips over or falls due
to an obstacle the robot could not avoid. Figure 14 shows several
snapshots of a simulation showing a robot stowing its links before
flipping over occurs and deploying them again from the other side
of the platform after the robot flipped over.

6.2 Analysis of Track Tension and Suspension Mechanism.
These analyses aided in finding the optimal spring stiffness value
for the dual tension-suspension mechanism. This was performed
by visualizing the spring compression/expansion �with different
stiffness values� to verify that it meets the allowable displace-
ments for track tension and suspension purposes.

The graphs in Fig. 15 represent the force in each spring in the
top and bottom spring arrays on each side of the platform �due to
symmetry, each graph represents the force of the right and left
springs in each base link�. While the bottom supporting springs in
each track contact the ground, they act as a suspension system for
the platform. At the same time, the upper supporting springs exert
forces upwards to maintain a predetermined tension in the track
system. To illustrate this, Fig. 15 represents simulation results of
the robot surmounting a small obstacle �3�4 cm2� to observe
how the springs react to obstacles situated between the planetary
pulleys.
—suspension… spring array force distribution
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From the top spring array force distribution �Fig. 15�a��, we
bserve that the average force in each spring is constant as ex-
ected since they support only the part of the track that does not
ouch the ground. In this case, the springs act to retain tension in
he track. Also, the forces in the springs supporting the middle
lanetary pulley are generally smaller than those located off cen-
er, which is in agreement with the track shape characteristics due
o its bending. Namely, the springs in the center are less com-
ressed than those off center and hence generate less force. The
orces are in the range 0–40 N as the installation compression of
ach spring was 8 mm and the optimal spring constant was found
o be 5.19 N /mm.

From the bottom spring array force distribution �Fig. 15�b��, the
orce in each spring is fluctuating as expected since it supports the
art of the track that touches the ground and hence in direct con-
act with the obstacle. The forces in all bottom springs are gener-
lly of equal range of magnitude since none of these springs are
ree to expand according only with the tracks pliability. In this
ase, the forces are greater than 40 N since the springs are com-
ressed more than the installation compression value due to the
round’s shape irregularities, which exert additional external
orces on the tracks.

6.3 Analysis of Motor Torque Requirements. This section
utlines the results of additional dynamic simulations performed
n order to calculate the torque required in Joints T1, T2, and T3
Fig. 8� to propel the tracks, Link 2, and Link 3, respectively, for
arious mobility scenarios. Once the maximum torque require-
ent for each joint was evaluated, proper gear ratios and motors
ere selected.
Practically, the harshest operating conditions for each motor

ill dictate the motor’s selection criteria. An analysis is performed
or each motor in the system by generating torque plots for several
obility scenarios that require the largest torque capacity. Based

n those torque plots, the maximum peak torque and its occur-
ence in a given range of motion are identified. The peak torque
alues define the maximum torque capacity necessary for each
oint.

Figure 16 shows a series of motions the different links and the
racks need to undergo in order to climb a 0.5 m step height with
he base link tracks and the torque required at every step of the

otion. The angular velocity of Link 2 �30 deg /s� was used to
dentify the torque at every step of the motion with respect to the
ngle traveled by the link. According to the torque plot, the torque
eak value for this case occurs at the beginning of the motion
T2=141.2 N m at t=0�. In another analysis similar to Fig. 16, if

ig. 16 Link 2 motor torque requirement—step obstacle
limbing with tracks „via Joint 1…
he climbing is performed with Link 2 �steps shown in Fig. 13�e��,

ournal of Mechanical Design
a maximum torque value of T2=141.7 N m was required.
Similar torque analysis procedure was performed to obtain Link

3 motor torque requirement �Joint 2� for different scenarios and
was found to be T3=157 N m. For symmetry reasons, we defined
T2=T3 when selecting the motors and driving mechanisms for
Links 2 and 3. In order to be able to generate the required torques,
Lithium-ion batteries with high drain current capabilities as well
as proper harmonic gearheads and brushless DC motors were in-
corporated in the design.

When the robot moves on a flat ground or a slope, the driving
torque T1 �Fig. 17� for a single track is determined based on the
condition that slipping does not occur. Therefore, static friction
coefficients were used to estimate the required driving force.

Equation �1� is used in order to estimate the driving force for a
single track. Practically, vibrations and impacts occur in the driv-
ing system and there are rand noises in real-time values of FD.

FD � �sN +
W

2
sin��� =

W

2
��s cos � + sin �� �1�

To ensure incline motion conditions, the expression to estimate
the torque can be written as follows:

T1 �
WR

2
��s cos � + sin ��� 1

�gearkgear�track
� �2�

where FD is the driving force of a single track �friction force�, R is
the outer radii of the track, W is the total weight, �s is the coef-
ficient of static friction, �gear is gear efficiency, kgear is gear ratio
�input to output rotational speeds�, and �track is track efficiency.

6.4 End-Effector Payload Capacity Analysis. The purpose
of this simulation was to identify the maximum allowable end-
effector load capacity of the platform with respect to various con-
figurations by examining the COG vertical movement with respect
to the ground, which indicates tip-over stability. The graph shown
in Fig. 18 describes the change in the robot’s COG position �in the
vertical direction� with respect to linearly increasing load applied
at the end effector. Among several simulation results based on
various configurations, one possible optimal configuration for this
purpose is shown in Fig. 18. The maximum end-effector load
capacity was found at the instant when the COG position is
greater than zero �dashed line in Fig. 18 graph�, which indicates
that the COG of the robot starts to move up vertically. According
to the graph, the static load capacity with this configuration is
�77 kg. Practically, the maximum allowable torque capacity of
Joints 1 and 2 will restrict the actual end-effector load capacity.

Possible selected configurations for manipulation are schemati-
cally presented in Fig. 19. Among the configurations shown in this
figure, some other configurations can be generated in the range of
the configurations shown, such as vertical or horizontal reach. For
a given torque capacity in Joint 1, configuration �c� is optimal for
maximum load capacity Wp due to its greater tip-over stability. In
each of the configurations �b�, �d�, and �e� �depending on required
level of mobility�, an end-effector load of 18.3 kg is expected
�with 157 N m torque capacity in Joints 1 and 2�. This result is a

Fig. 17 Driving pulley motor torque requirement—inclined
condition
direct consequence of the novel design architecture, namely, the
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ybrid nature of the platform and manipulator arm and their abil-
ty to be interchangeable in their roles.

Conclusion
The new mobile robot mechanical design paradigm presented in

his paper was based on hybridization of the mobile platform and
anipulator arm as one entity for robot locomotion as well as
anipulation. The novel design was derived based on a concep-

ual function-oriented analysis, which addressed and summarized
ajor issues of mobile robots in field operations. This design ap-

roach along with other design novelties and characteristics inher-
nt to the robot presented provide solutions to various issues re-
ated to design of mobile robots operating on rough terrain and in
azardous environments as well as in man-made urbanized indoor
nd outdoor environments. The proposed approach is a systematic
nd practical design and development method that addressed the
verall system’s operational performance. These contributions to-
ard the design approach should not only improve the designers’
iew of the design problem, but also allow novel design concepts
ith potentially better configurations. To model and analyze the
verall robotic system, a virtual prototype was developed in AD-

MS for multibody dynamic motion simulations of the complete
obotic system. This has considerably reduced the prototype de-
elopment time and cost while aiding with demonstrating the ro-
ot’s expected functionality for design optimization purposes and
erivation of optimal operating parameters. The derived param-

Fig. 18 Platform CO
Fig. 19 Possible configurations for manipulation

72302-12 / Vol. 130, JULY 2008
eters were used in the design and construction of a physical pro-
totype.
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